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I Am Jim Henson
The Goblin King’s mother enters the Labyrinth, discovering a strange and marvelous world unlike anything she could
imagine and one much different than what Sarah will encounter years later.

Pandora's Legacy
More and more men are seeking out great portrait, commercial, or fashion photography. For working photographers,
photographing men may be one of today's greatest new opportunities. But, while there are dozens of books, guides, and
workshops on photographing women, there's been practically nothing comparable for men… until now! Jeff Rojas's
Photographing Men is today's definitive full-color guide to every aspect of modern male photography. Rojas builds on his
unique in-person course, which has made him Google's #1 go-to search result for knowledge on photographing males.
Rojas covers posing, styling, posing, lighting, post-production, and more, showing how to achieve outstanding results and
maximum creative expression. You'll discover how to: Make male clients look natural, masculine, and confident Skillfully
document your male clients' best attributes, physical and emotional Define every man's face shapes, body shapes, and
other features Compensate for flaws and perceived flaws, including acne, baldness, double chins, gray hair, wrinkles, and
large features Overcome the challenges of styling male subjects, including big, skinny, and short men Understand how a
suit should really fit your subject - and what to do if suits are out of the question Properly light all shapes and sizes of men
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for portraits, fashion, and commercial images (with complete lighting diagrams, behind-the-scenes images, and gear lists)
Get detailed examples and tips for portraits, 3/4 poses, and full-length poses Photograph entrepreneurs, managers,
prosperous men, innovators, "classic" and "handsome" men, athletes, muscle men, underwear models, and even movie
stars Complement every man's features in post-production techniques And much more

Jim Henson's Labyrinth: Under the Spell #1
What do wizards and witches do when they need a break from the cold, ice-capped mountains of their homeland? They go
to the beach, of course! When Hexley Daggard Ragbottom, a high-strung young wizard, wants to put an end to the frost of
dark forests he calls home, he seeks out his Uncle Salazar the greatest wizard of all time. But Uncle “Sally” has abandoned
his old life for one of leisure, surfing and napping. Sally’s permanent vacation doesn’t sit well with Hexley, but maybe the
young wizard is on the wrong mission. Maybe what “Hex” really needs is to learn how to chill out. Writer Shaun Simon (The
True Lives of the Fabulous Killjoys) with artist Conor Nolan (Jim Henson’s The Storyteller: Giants) and colorist Meg Casey
(Adventure Time) combine their forces to create a sun-baked beach filled with surfing skeletons, wand ball games, and
magical good vibrations! Collects the complete 5-issue series.

Over the Garden Wall: Hollow Town #3
As the clock ticks ever closer to the thirteenth hour, Maria struggles through the canals of the Labyrinth alongside her
peculiar band of companions, wishing desperately to be reunited with her son. While she may be no closer to the Owl King’s
castle, Maria begins to uncover the secrets of the Labyrinth and her own power within the walls of this magical domain. But
from deep in the shadows, the Owl King watches her every move, plotting and waiting to bring her demise by any means
necessary. Written by Simon Spurrier (Jim Henson’s The Power of the Dark Crystal) and Ryan Ferrier (Kong on the Planet of
the Apes) and illustrated by Daniel Bayliss (Jim Henson’s The Storyteller: Dragons) and Irene Flores (Heavy Vinyl), Labyrinth:
Coronation Volume Two continues the bestselling prequel to one of Jim Henson’s most iconic creations.

Jim Henson's Labyrinth: Shortcuts
The Waldorf Astoria is the classiest hotel along the Manhattan skyline in 1930s New York City. When a charming woman
named Nina checks in with a high-society entourage, young Frank, a bellhop, and Theresa, a maid, get caught up in a series
of mysterious thefts. The stakes quickly grow perilous, and the pair must rely on each other to discover the truth while
navigating delicate class politics. Eisner Award-winning artist Jonathan Case (Green River Killer, Dear Creature) writes and
draws this brilliant graphic novel of petty crime, comic predicaments, and vast heart in a story that speaks to class, race,
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and gender barriers.

Jim Henson's Labyrinth: Coronation Vol. 1
Although ostensibly presented as “light entertainment,” the work of writer-director-producer Joss Whedon takes much dark
inspiration from the horror genre to create a unique aesthetic and perform a cultural critique. Featuring monsters, the
undead, as well as drawing upon folklore and fairy tales, his many productions both celebrate and masterfully repurpose
the traditions of horror for their own means. Woofter and Jowett's collection looks at how Whedon revisits existing feminist
tropes in the '70s and '80s “slasher” craze via Buffy the Vampire Slayer to create a feminist saga; the innovative use of
silent cinema tropes to produce a new fear-laden, film-television intertext; postmodernist reflexivity in Cabin in the Woods;
as well as exploring new concepts on “cosmic dread” and the sublime for a richer understanding of programmes Dollhouse
and Firefly. Chapters provide the historical context of horror as well as the particular production backgrounds that by turns
support, constrain or transform this mode of filmmaking. Informed by a wide range of theory from within philosophy, film
studies, queer studies, psychoanalysis, feminism and other fields, the expert contributions to this volume prove the
enduring relevance of Whedon's genre-based universe to the study of film, television, popular culture and beyond.

Jim Henson's Labyrinth: Coronation #7
To save her kidnapped best friend and crush, Zadie must complete an enchanted deadly labyrinth riddled with illusions. Her
only hope of survival depends on forming an alliance with the only person who knows the safe path through—a murderous
boy she can’t trust.

Six Gun Gorilla
A comprehensive portrait of the iconic cultural figure includes coverage of his Mississippi childhood and college forays into
early Muppet TV projects to his years with Sesame Street and The Muppet Show and his considerable achievements in nonMuppet productions.

Jim Henson's Labyrinth Artist Tribute
Since its original release in 1982, Jim Henson’s groundbreaking fantasy film The Dark Crystal has captured the minds and
imaginations of authors, artists, filmmakers, and fans across the world with its ambitious worldbuilding and stunning
visuals. Now, return to the world of The Dark Crystal and see the vivid locations, lifelike creatures, and beloved heroes as
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realized by a collection of uniquely original artistic voices in celebration of one of Jim Henson’s most enduring creations. The
Dark Crystal Artist Tribute features illustrations from artist luminaries and newcomers alike, including Jae Lee, David
Petersen, Mark Buckingham, Cory Godbey, Jeff Stokely, Benjamin Dewey, Sana Takeda, and the film’s original concept
artist, Brian Froud.

Song of the Dark Crystal #2
Features unpublished goblin illustrations by legendary illustrator and concept artist Brian Froud and an exclusive peek into
Jim Henson’s creative process with 50 never-before-seen pages from his personal journal, detailing the initial conception of
his ideas for LABYRINTH.

Imagination Illustrated
Ben wants to be selected for his favorite supernatural reality show--and he’s going to do it by solving the mystery of a
famous haunted house! Luckily, Ben Tennyson isn’t your average 10-year-oldhe’s also the wielder of the Omnitrix, an alien
device that allows Ben to shift into 10 different alien forms from around the galaxy. Together with his cousin Gwen and his
Grandpa Max, they’re going to dig into the truth behind the spirits haunting this house – and discover a few shocking
surprises along the way! Join Rainbow Award-winning writer CB Lee (Not Your Sidekick) and artist Francesca Perrone for the
newest installment of original graphic novels based on Cartoon Network’s hit Ben 10TM series.

Wizard Beach
Kennel Block Blues
"Includes four epic tales of dragons and the men and women courageous enough to face them, inspired by folklore from
around the world and told in the spirit of Jim Henson's beloved television series"--Page four of cover.

Labyrinth: The ABC Storybook
In the 30 years since its original release in 1986, Jim Henson's timeless fantasy film Labyrinth has captured the minds and
imaginations of authors, artists, filmmakers, and fans across the world. In honor of the film's 30th anniversary, return to the
world of Labyrinth and see the beloved characters, imaginative locations, and unforgettable moments as realized by a
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collection of uniquely original artistic voices in an unprecedented celebration. Features illustrations and testimonials from
comics luminaries and newcomers alike, including: Michael Allred, Joëlle Jones, David Mack, Gustavo Duarte, Ramón K.
Pérez, Dustin Nguyen, Mike Huddleston, Jill Thompson, Mark Buckingham, Tula Lotay, Faith Erin Hicks, and many, many
more.

Joss Whedon vs. the Horror Tradition
Simon Spurrier (Godshaper, The Power of the Dark Crystal) and Daniel Bayliss (Jim Henson’s Storyteller: Dragons, Kennel
Block Blues) present a magical look into the world of Jim Henson’s Labyrinth. Before Sarah braved the Labyrinth to save her
brother, another young woman sought to save a young boy named Jareth from the clutches of the Goblins. Set in 18thcentury Venice, Italy, Jim Henson’s Labyrinth: Coronation is a striking look into the history of the Labyrinth itself, and what
happens to the little boys who don’t get rescued. This is the untold history of the Goblin King. Collects issues #1-4.

Jim Henson's Labyrinth: Coronation #6
Bizarro-Superman’s backward-speaking warped doppelgänger-only wants to be a superhero. But his “help” has left nothing
but destruction all through Metropolis, and now the citizens want him out! Sounds like a job for Jimmy Olsen! He’ll lure
Bizarro out of the city for good by escorting him on a road trip to “Bizarro America” (a.k.a. Canada), then return to
Metropolis a hero and write a best-selling coffee table book about their journey. But to get to the border, the duo will first
have to contend with chupacabras, ghosts and used car salesmen! And if they do ever reach the Great White North, will
Jimmy have the heart to follow through with his scheme? This awfullest story of two worst enemies on a terrible road trip
am not written by Heath Corson (JUSTICE LEAGUE: WAR) or drawn by Gustavo Duarte (Monsters! And Other Stories) with
Darwyn Cooke, Francis Manapul, Kelley Jones and others. It no collects BIZARRO #1-6 or DC SNEAK PEEK: BIZARRO #1.

The Red Labyrinth
"When Wirt and Greg find themselves back home from The Unknown, they can't believe it's real. But their victory is
bittersweet when they realize Beatrice is still with them. Now, it's up to these half-brothers to help Beatrice return safely to
the Unknown before anyone realizes she isn't a normal bird. As the brothers juggle keeping Beatrice's secret safe they find
their road filled with surprises as Sara expresses a newfound interest in Wirtbut it's not long before Beatrice notices that not
everything is what it seems."--Provided by publisher.

The New Deal
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Welcome to the Blister, a bizarre other-world colonized by humans sometime in the 22nd century, which quickly became a
hotly contested source of fertile land and natural resources long ago exhausted on Earth. In this new frontier, a rogue
gunslinger and his companion wander across a wilderness in the grips of a civil war, encountering lawlessness, natives, and
perversions of civilization in a world at the crossroads between the past and the future. The fact that said gunslinger is a biosurgically modified silverback gorilla toting a pair of enormous revolvers is neither here nor there -

Bizarro
Celebrate the beloved Jim Henson fantasy film with stories from inside the magical walls of the labyrinth! Featuring fanfavorite characters like Ludo, Hoggle, Sir Didymus, and the Goblin King himself, this compilation showcases imaginative
tales from critically acclaimed writers and artists alike, including Jonathan Case (The New Deal), Delilah S. Dawson (Journey
to Star Wars: The Last Jedi - Captain Phasma), Gustavo Duarte (Bizarro), Roger Langridge (Snarked), Katie Cook (Star Wars:
ABC-3PO), Jeff Stokely (Six-Gun Gorilla), and many others. Collects The Labyrinth 30th Anniversary Special, The Labyrinth
2017 Special and two never-before-seen stories!

Muppets Meet the Classics: Fairy Tales from the Brothers Grimm
Wirt, now working in Hollow Town, must earn enough so he, Greg, and Beatrice can leave—before Greg can cause any
mischief in town. Well. Any MORE mischief.

Searching for the Anthropocene
While Maria continues to make her way through the Labyrinth, the Owl King’s plot ensnares her trusted goblin companion.

Jim Henson's The Dark Crystal Artist Tribute
Experience the ABC's like never beforeWith galactic friends who are hardly a bore.From Akbar to Zeb, this nice little
primerWill teach you and make you an excellent rhymer.So, Padawans, prepare, get ready, get setTo learn the ways of the
Force--and the alphabet!

Labyrinth: The Ultimate Visual History
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Debated, denied, unheard of, encompassing: The Anthropocene is a vexed topic, and requires interdisciplinary imagination.
Starting at the author's home in rural northern Michigan and zooming out to perceive a dizzying global matrix, Christopher
Schaberg invites readers on an atmospheric, impressionistic adventure with the environmental humanities. Searching for
the Anthropocene blends personal narrative, cultural criticism, and ecological thought to ponder human-driven catastrophe
on a planetary scale. This book is not about defining or settling the Anthropocene, but rather about articulating what it's like
to live in the Anthropocene, to live with a sense of its nagging presence--even as the stakes grow higher with each passing
year, each oncoming storm.

Jim Henson's Labyrinth: Coronation #2
In the city of God's Helm, built ages ago under the shadow of the crystalline Sky Castle, Humans and Orcs have terrible
Tinder hookups, Beholders and Gelatinous Cubes run Fortune 500 companies, and New Wave Dwarves wait tables at trendy
Hobgoblin bistros. A young Ranger woman who came to the city with dreams of adventure, her drug dealing reptilian wizard
roommate, and her boisterous Dwarf maiden BFF embark on a modern day quest to save the world while struggling to keep
their crappy day jobs and pay off their student loans. They are joined in this quest by a thief (a half-Goblin sleazeball and
the wizard's boyfriend), an elf (the hot actor-wannabe currently working as a waiter), a cleric (the cute guy from down the
hall and the dwarf's occasional hook-up), and a barbarian (the religious fanatic who works in the cubicle next to the ranger).

Jim Henson's Labyrinth: Coronation
Maria travels deeper into the Labyrinth in search of her son Jareth, but a strange new influence has changed its shape,
making it even more unpredictable

Jim Henson and Philosophy
Some fairy tales are too silly. Others are too serious. But when the Muppets meet the classics? The stories are just right!
Join Kermit the Frog, Miss Piggy, and the other Muppets as they bring favorite fairy tales to life in their own hilarious way.
Once upon a time, there was a pretty young chicken named Camillarella, who had very heavy shoes and an enchanting
Chicken Dance. Or maybe you'd prefer to hear the story of Janice, the flower child with braided tresses as yellow as
SpongeBob. With all the favorite characters--Kermit, Miss Piggy, and others--these fairy tales give a whole new meaning to
the word "classic." " . . . this book delivers raucous retellings of classic tales, modernized for today's savvy readers."--School
Library Connection, Jenny MacKay
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Jim Henson's The Power of the Dark Crystal Vol. 1
Eisner Award-nominated writer Simon Spurrier (The Spire, X-Men Legacy) and breakout talent Jonas Goonface introduce a
vast world teeming with bold ideas exploring ownership, freedom, and the pettiness of possession—both physical and
spiritual. Ennay is a Godshaper—godless social pariahs with the ability to mold and shape the gods of others. Paired with
Bud, an off-kilter but affectionate god without a human, the two travel from town to town looking for shelter, a hot meal,
and the next paying rock'n'roll gig. Collects the complete 6-issue limited series.

Jim Henson
Oliver is a good dog. A family dog. But without warning, he's sentenced to Jackson State Kennel, where he's instantly placed
on Death Row with the rest of his fellow inmates, awaiting a lethal appointment if salvation doesn't come. He'll need help
escaping the Kennel, but when the stress of prison life builds, he starts escaping reality instead, imagining a fantasy world
of cartoon friends. It's time to break outinto a musical number? Rising star writer Ryan Ferrier (Sons of Anarchy, Curb
Stomp) and Russ Manning Award-nominated artist Daniel Bayliss (Mighty Morphin Power Rangers, Jim Henson's The
Storyteller: Dragons) explore loss, mental illness, and the horrors humans and animals alike endure when incarcerated in
this inventive, heartfelt journey. Collects the complete limited series.

Jim Henson's Labyrinth Adult Coloring Book
In celebration of the 35th anniversary of Jim Henson's The Dark Crystal, return to the world of Thra in an official sequel to
the beloved fantasy film. Discover an all-new race of creatures called Firelings that live in a realm near the planet's core,
based on official character designs by Brian Froud. Years have passed since the events of the original film, and though Jen
and Kira have ruled Thra as King and Queen, bringing Gelfling back to the land, they have become distracted by power and
can no longer feel or see the needs of the world the way they once did. Thurma is a young Fireling tasked with stealing a
shard of the Dark Crystal to restore power to her realm. Along the way she'll befriend the young Gelfling Kensho, bring back
the Skeksis and Mystics, and embark on one incredible adventure.

Modern Fantasy
Before you watch the upcoming Netflix series, read the original novels from J. M. Lee (The Dark Crystal: Age of Resistance)
that intertwine with the events of the series. Kylan of Sami Thicket is a skilled song teller, but singing the tales of long-gone
heroes won't help his friends as they journey into dangerous, unknown lands. After uncovering the betrayal of the Skeksis
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Lords, he and his friend Naia are on the run, pursued by the Skeksis's underlings and outcast even among their fellow
Gelfling. But Kylan knows the truth must be told, no matter how difficult the telling. Maybe there's use for a song teller after
all . . . Jim Henson's The Dark Crystal is one of the most beloved and enduring fantasy stories of the past thirty years. This
series of young adult novels will both please the diehard fans and bring new fans in to the world of The Dark Crystal.

Jim Henson's Storyteller: Dragons
What starts out as a typical family vacation to Grandma and Grandpa's house quickly erupts into supernatural mystery and
peril when three siblings accidentally break an old, mystical jar hidden deep in the woods, revealing they are descendants
of Pandora and their family has been tasked for generations with protecting the very jar they just broke As magical
monsters pour out of the fractured relic and run amok, Charlie, Janet, and Trevor must find a way to capture all of the
creatures in order to save their family—and potentially the entire world—before it's too late. Writer Kara Leopard
([Super]Natural Attraction) and illustrators Kelly & Nichole Matthews (Jim Henson's Power of the Dark Crystal) weave an
otherworldly tale about finding help in the unlikeliest of places, learning the truth about your family history, and most
importantly of all, talking cats.

Jim Henson's Labyrinth: The Novelization
Maria comes face to face with the underbelly of goblin society and meets a new companion along the way.

Star Wars ABC-3PO
Delve deep into the world of Jim Henson’s beloved creation The Dark Crystal in this interactive Discovery Adventure! Join
Jen and Kira on a grand adventure through the world of Thra in their journey to restore the Dark Crystal. Help them find the
missing shard, evade Skeksis, and heal their land. Each page contains dense artwork with hidden treasures waiting to be
found as readers rediscover the magic of the cult-classic film. A Discovery Adventure Features: - Lush spreads that present
Jim Henson and Brian Frouds fantastical vision of Thra and the wonderful creatures that live there, including: Aughra,
Fizzgig, the Mystics, the Podlings, Landstriders, the fearsome Skeksis, and more! - Bonus Challenges that take viewers
deeper into the Crystal Castle or Aughra’s Observatory. - Ideal entertainment for Car Rides, Waiting Rooms, and fun for kids
(and adults alike) to read together

Photographing Men
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Jim Henson’s creations have inspired generations with characters that are among the world’s most recognizable cultural
icons. From Kermit the Frog, Miss Piggy and their Muppet friends to the legendary Sesame Street and Children’s Television
Workshop, Henson revolutionized children’s educational entertainment. Combining live action and puppeteering into
fantastical narratives like The Dark Crystal and Labyrinth, as well as the whimsical Fraggle Rock and The Storyteller, Henson
transformed imagination into reality, weaving together powerful philosophical messages on identity, community, diversity,
love, death, and friendship. Henson never shied away from exploring deep questions, nor did he underestimate the ability
of children (or adults) to grapple with profound philosophical questions. Jim Henson and Philosophy explores the
entertaining and educational world of the genius’s creations, revealing what it is about Henson’s world that has touched us
so deeply and improved our lives in such meaningful ways. Contributions by: Lauren Ashwell, Kimberly Baltzer-Jaray, David
R. Burns, Samantha Brennan, Amanda Cawston, Brooke Covington, Christopher M. Culp, Ryan Cox, Natalie M. Fletcher,
Victoria Hubbell, Dena Hurst, Christopher Ketcham, S. Evan Kreider, Shaun Leonard, Jennifer Marra, Michael J. Muniz, Laurel
Ralston, Rhona Trauvitch, and Sheryl Tuttle Ross

Jim Henson's Labyrinth: Coronation #5
Adult coloring book of Jim Henson’s fan-favorite film Labyrinth! Experience Jim Henson’s cult-classic film like never before in
this interactive coloring book! Featuring over forty black and white illustrations showcasing the vibrant and compelling
world of the Labyrinth and featuring fan-favorite characters (and creatures!) Jareth the Goblin King, Sarah, Hoggle, Sir
Didymus, Ludo, the goblins and much more!

Jim Henson's Beneath the Dark Crystal Vol. 3
This volume focuses on Jim Henson, the creator of the Muppets and Sesame Street.

Distillatoria
The untold origin of the Goblin King from Jim Henson’s cult-classic film, Labyrinth. As the clock ticks ever closer to the
thirteenth hour, Maria struggles through the canals of the Labyrinth alongside her peculiar band of companions, wishing
desperately to be reunited with her son. While she may be no closer to the Owl King’s castle, Maria begins to uncover the
secrets of the Labyrinth and her own power within the walls of this magical domain. But from deep in the shadows, the Owl
King watches her every move, plotting and waiting to bring her demise by any means necessary. Written by Simon Spurrier
(Jim Henson’s The Power of the Dark Crystal) and Ryan Ferrier (Kong on the Planet of the Apes) and illustrated by Daniel
Bayliss (Jim Henson’s The Storyteller: Dragons) and Irene Flores (Heavy Vinyl), Labyrinth: Coronation Volume Two continues
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the bestselling prequel to one of Jim Henson’s most iconic creations.

Jim Henson's The Dark Crystal: A Discovery Adventure
Relive Jim Henson's classic film Labyrinth in a storybook that moves through the alphabet and is perfect for new and
returning fans! B is for Baby Brother, lost in the labyrinth. G is for the Goblin King, whose castle lies at the maze’s center. S
is for Sarah, who must go on an incredible adventure to make it right. Only by journeying across the ABCs can our hero find
her way through the labyrinth, with the help of fantastic creatures she meets along the way! Jim Henson, one of the
greatest creative minds of our time, created a fantasy world unlike any other in Labyrinth. Now you can relive Sarah’s
adventure through the alphabet with letters for each of the film’s unforgettable characters and many twists and turns.
Featuring beautiful art by acclaimed illustrator Luke Flowers, this memorable retelling will delight fans of every age. An
Imprint Book

Jim Henson's Labyrinth: Coronation |
Jim Henson's iconic puppet characters, fantastic worlds, and warm humor have delighted millions of people of all ages. His
incredibly diverse body of work, from the Muppets to the world of The Dark Crystal, reveals his charm and genius to fans old
and new. Compiled directly from The Jim Henson Company archives, Imagination Illustrated adapts the diary that Jim
faithfully kept throughout his career, supplementing it with a trove of little-seen visual material, including rare sketches,
personal and production photographs, storyboards, doodles, and much more. Throughout, archivist Karen Falk delves into
the behind-the-scenes details of Henson's life and artistic process. Sure to delight anyone who has enjoyed Henson's
creations—seeing early drawings of Kermit and Rowlf is like smiling over childhood photos of dear friends—this lovely book
celebrates Jim's life and his magic.

Godshaper
An all new collection of never before seen stories from Jim Henson’s beloved fantasy classic Labyrinth, including the secret
history of Sir Didymus and the vow he once made to guard the bridge over the Bog of Eternal Stench.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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